Note: (S) = student; (P) = peer; (A) = adult
Peer Response to the Problem

Peer(s) and student collaboratively discuss the problem

Peer(s) explained the problem

Peer(s) physically demonstrates by taking over the students computer

Peer(s) recite all steps of the solution at once

Problem Solved OR Problem Not Solved
Peer's response to (S) expressed sharing/excitement

- Another peer joins the discussion about student curiosity or excitement
  - Peer wants to replicate the product
  - Peer acknowledges accomplishment
  - Peer ignores the student

- Peer shares curiosity OR excitement
  - Peer ignores the (S)

- Peer ignores the (S)

END
Student's response to peers expressed curiosity or excitement

- Student ignores the peer
  - END

- Student verbally says he/she doesn't want to help
  - END

- Student goes to help peer, but can't hear interaction
  - END
Adult initiates GO TO #11

Student

Go to ?

Go to ?
Student response to peer problem:

- Do not know how to help
- Elicit another person
- Physically show
- Verbally explain
- Collaboratively solve